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COMPLIANCE DISCUSSION PROJECT

Summary report

1 Introduction

THE PROJECT

SSI has contacted Chris Whipple, co-author of the National Academy of Sciences' report
"Technical Bases for Yucca Mountain Standards", and Robert Bernero, Director (rtd) from
the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission "to review relevant documents and to offer advice on
issues of compliance with the Swedish Radiation Protection Institute's Regulations
Concerning the Final Management of Spent Nuclear Fuel and Nuclear Waste."

The experts were presented relevant material such as the Swedish acts and ordinances, copies
of SSI's review of SKB's latest research program report, RD&D-98, in addition to the SSI FS
1998:1 regulations, and the comments and background document to SSI FS 1998:1. A
briefing was carried out on one day, April 12, 1999. The presentations were held at SSI, May
3 and 4. On May 4, SKI observers were present. The discussions were based on comments
received in advance from Chris Whipple and Robert Bernero, enclosed.

This summary relates to the discussions during the meeting on May 3 and 4. It is the hope of
the author that all the important topics covered in the discussions are treated in this report, but
the presentation of the issues is bound to be affected by the author's own views and
experience.

SKB's WORK AND SSI's STANDARD

The work of the Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management Company, SKB, is
undergoing a period of highly accelerated development. Within a few years, SKB will present
i) a new template for safety assessments SR97, ii) an updated presentation of the safety
assessment for the repository for low and intermediate level reactor waste, SFR and iii) a
supplement to the R&D program 98, relevant for siting decisions for SKB's HLW program.

The development of SKB's research program is periodically reviewed in accordance with the
Swedish Act on Nuclear Activities, and a number of judgments are expected from the
authorities, related to various choices to be made by SKB in the siting process.

In order to inform and advise central, regional and local decision-makers, SSI must be able to
follow, in a scientific manner, all issues under debate, such as the general development of



SKB's research program, the background to SKB's choices and the level of competence SKB
has achieved.

The Swedish SSI FS 1998:1 regulations concerning the Protection of Human Health and the
Environment in connection with the Final Management of Spent Nuclear Fuel or Nuclear
Waste define a number of requirements regarding consequences from a hypothetical outflow
from a repository such as risk levels for individuals. The regulations define a health-based
standard from a rationale outlined in a background and comments document, available in
English in a draft form (referred to as the comments).

COMPLIANCE

At present, there is no preferred site available. This implies that SKB's geological research
program and the research programs for biospheric transport and for reference conditions for
assessment endpoints must be presented in a general way. The two programs, geology and
biosphere/endpoint cannot at present be strongly coupled to yield a credible quantitative
calculation of individual dose from a hypothetical outflow.

The same limitation applies to the authorities and their programs although they may give
inputs of relevance for later phases in the program, where all aspects are reviewed.

SSI's regulations are general in nature, and do not assume or prescribe that spent fuel and
other radioactive wastes must be deposited in a repository. The term "final management" does
not specify any option, the regulations are just as binding for, e.g., partitioning and
transmutation as for geologic disposal. When the regulations are evaluated, this general
premise must be remembered, but, at the present stage, the repository option is the obvious
choice and the one SSI needs to focus on in more detailed issues of compliance.

There is no simple way to assess, e.g., future individual doses from the work SKB is currently
presenting. The compliance issues, as they emerge in the present preliminary stage, must thus
be treated generically. Still, in only a few years, SKB intends to choose a few different sites.
The process of transfer from generic to site-specific performance assessment must be well
understood by SSI. A basis for judgment of SKB's compliance expectation at this stage,
although not easily defined, must be presented to the public and decision-makers as a basis for
political decisions in the siting process.

SSI thus needs to build up competence to assess compliance with Swedish health standards
and there is a need to identify issues which SSI needs to study further. SSI needs to identify
strategies or research projects for SSI's further work in the field of judging compliance with
the existing standard.

There are a number of directions in which SSI may continue, and SSI will have to define and
plan its work shortly. The compliance project described below is a valuable contribution to
these decisions. However, it is not the only basis for SSI's work, and the conclusions given in
this report are only preliminary conclusions of the author, mainly to indicate possible avenues
available to SSI which were opened up in the discussions.



2 Summary of the discussions

THE LAW AND OTHER HIGHER-LEVEL DOCUMENTS

Some questions were discussed relating to legislation. One item is the general formulation, or
the framework character, of the legislation in Sweden in many areas of protection. This makes
it impossible to infer a certain protection level from higher level documents. The Swedish
individual dose protection goal cannot, for instance, be found in the Radiation Protection Law
or Ordinance.

However, the law is explicit on one particular issue, protection of the natural environment. An
earlier version of the law required animals to be protected, but that paragraph was introduced
mainly to account for veterinary X-ray examinations. The last version of the Radiation
Protection Law (1988:220) explicitly requires that the environment be protected. This is
important for the discussion as the difficulties of regulation were mentioned by both experts.

REGULATION AND COMPLIANCE ISSUES

Compliance period

The regulations describe SSI's requirements regarding time periods in the following way

Time Periods
10 § An assessment of a repository's protective capability shall be reported for two time periods of orders of
magnitude specified in 11 -12 §§. The description shall include a case, which is based on the assumption that
the biospheric conditions which exist at the time that an application for a license to operate the repository is
submitted will not change. Uncertainties in the assumptions made shall be described and taken into account
in the assessment of the protective capability.

The first thousand years following repository closure
11 § For the first thousand years following repository closure, the assessment of the repository's protective
capability shall be based on quantitative analyses of the impact on human health and the environment.

Period after the first thousand years following repository closure
12 § For the period after the first thousand years following repository closure, the assessment of the
repository's protective capability shall be based on various possible sequences for the development of the
repository's properties, its environment and the biosphere.

In the US, the compliance period has been discussed at length, both in relation to the earlier
EPA standard, and in the National Academy of Sciences' report "Technical Bases for Yucca
Mountain Standards".

It was clear that the concept "compliance period" such as used in the proposed standard from
NRC (10 CFI part 63) from February 22, 1999, is not applicable to the Swedish regulations.
SSI's intention, in writing the regulations, has been that the protection should be available
with no time limitation. The different time periods, i) up to 1 000 years and ii) after
1 000 years, are given for several reasons. The first stems from a fundamental view that
expectations of a legal requirement in our society must be in contact with the legal conditions
imposed elsewhere in society. "Real" people are expected to be protected on this time scale,
and reasonable projections can be made for this period without unlimited speculation, as in
other legislation. Another is to guide the applicant regarding the requirement on the rigor
expected in the assurance of protection for this period, thus providing an element of
compliance guidance.



It was noted that although the regulations did contain general requirements regarding Best
Available Technology, BAT, those would be considered in greater detail by SKI. Since the
first 1 000 year period did not represent a major challenge, SSI should concentrate on the
period after 1 000 years.

The above reasoning was seen as particularly relevant for supplying a driving force or
motivation for SKB to design a long-lived canister and a barrier system. Even a very poor
design might satisfy SSI's requirements for the first 1 000 years.

The wording in paragraph 12 does not exclude quantitative descriptions, but also invites
qualitative description of low probability scenarios.

It was found in the discussion that the long-lived nuclides such as iodine-129, technetium-99
and the fuel's uranium content gave valuable points of departure for a discussion of SSI' s
time periods. One suggestion that might be tried out is that, even if some scenarios exist for
some of the very long-lived nuclides and some low probability scenarios, a dose or risk
exceeding the risk limit might be tolerable if it was no higher than present day intervention
levels.

SCENARIOS

It was suggested that SSI may use a few test scenarios as a basis for a discussion of important
parts of the regulations:

1. The central scenario - the most probable outcome
2. Large earthquakes etc. - low probability scenarios with large consequences
3. Juvenile failure - assumptions that a canister fails immediately after emplacement in

the repository
4. Human intrusion

Some examples:

Regarding: 1
According to SKI's forthcoming regulations it is expected that scenario 1 will be connected
directly to the quantitative goal of SSI.

Regarding 2:
It would be valuable to describe scenarios which have a very low probability, and to describe
individual doses in terms of doses to the public and to see whether this would imply doses in
excess of present-day intervention values.



Regarding 3:
It is valuable to discuss whether immediate canister failures would influence SSI's first
1 000 year period requirements, and if not, how it may guide SSI to emphasize the later period
in the regulations.

Regarding 4:
Human intrusion in the Swedish regulations is viewed, in many aspects, in the same way as
the National Academy of Sciences report on Yucca Mountain. It was observed, however, that
there are no guidelines in the regulations that SKB should avoid areas with mineral resources.
This is not seen as a major problem since this is an explicit goal of SKB.

COLLECTIVE DOSES AND OPTIMIZATION

It was accepted by all parties that a strict cost-benefit analysis, weighing collective dose
against cost, is not realistic for a repository. However, it may be possible to defend a principle
of "as robust as reasonably achievable" (the text from "Comments .." reads "as robust as
possible").

It was pointed out in the comments that

SSI's board has supported the principle that a minimum of MSEK 5-25 must be used to
prevent statistical fatalities, which corresponds to about MSEK 0.4-2 per saved manSv.
Following SSI's decision, the Swedish nuclear utilities decided to apply a norm of MSEK 4
per saved manSv.

Robert Bernero pointed out that the board, at the time, may not have intended this statement
to be used in connection with extremely low individual doses, and that such a policy is not
exactly the same as using guidance levels of collective doses for reactor personnel and for
relative large doses from radon in dwellings etc.

Regarding the calculation of the global collective dose from carbon-14, Chris Whipple
commented on Nygaard's reference from the National Academy of Sciences' report on Yucca
Mountain regarding carbon-14. Chris Whipple served on the panel that reviewed different
reports on collective dose from carbon-14.

ACTIVE INSTITUTIONAL CONTROL

Radiation protection must not depend on institutional control. However, it may be assumed
that a repository safety would benefit from institutional control, even if this was not a formal
requirement.

"Indefinitely" is a word that has been used which does not indicate endless time but rather
that there is no limitation, in principle, on the wishes of the present-day society , regarding the
time period.

Several nuances for time scales can be used in connection with institutional control. One may
indicate the time for which society may benefit from control. Another period is related to the
maximum time period for which we may realistically assume that a control is credible in
terms of projection into the future.



BIOSPHERE

The biosphere is often seen as the single host of all processes outside the geosphere in
connection with a possible discharge of radionuclides from a repository, but the biosphere
plays several roles. It acts as a transport medium and a medium which must itself be
protected. The biosphere is also highly sensitive to acts from society outside the small group
which is usually in focus when individual dose or risk is discussed.

In an early phase of a performance assessment, the endpoint is often taken as a drinking water
dose from a well using a standard rate of intake. This is used in SKI's study Project 90 and in
a recent NEA publication (NEA-PAAG-DOC98-6, Working Group on Biosphere Analysis in
Repository Assessments, The Case for Benchmark Biospheres and De-coupling of Biosphere
and EBS/Geosphere Analyses).

In Sweden, SKB's work must be regulated by using tools to review an integrated performance
assessment. Although SKB has not yet selected a site, efforts will be made to identify a few
candidate sites, and some elements of geosphere-biosphere coupling are necessary. It is
assumed that this will be evident in the review of SKB's forthcoming template for safety
report SR97, expected sometime late this summer. There will also be an international review
ofSR97.

The standards now considered in the US focus more on individual dose than before and
perhaps, for this reason, there is new input from the US into biosphere assessment work, such
as the BIOMASS (Biosphere Model Assessment) activities.

THE VALUE OF EXPERT JUDGEMENT

In some cases, expert judgement, or formal expert judgement elicitation is used in the US. In
Sweden, this technique is virtually unknown, although international reviews are often used.

Even if a large system is being evaluated, the value of expert judgement often lies in
individual details that the experts may point out.

COOPERATION WITH SKI

SSI and SKI might set formal agreements or memoranda describing the details of the co-
operation and how different areas are treated between the authorities, although there is no
great need to force the two parties together. The problems seem to be much greater between
EPA and NRC.

OTHER ISSUES

Post-closure transfer of responsibility

SKB will not exist in a million years, perhaps not even in a hundred years, and it seems
natural that the Swedish state must have responsibility and control over the repository and its
content at some point after closure. Swedish regulations do not cover at what point the
responsibility and the funds are transferred to the state, but the issue is being discussed.
Passages in the so-called Waste Convention are often referred to in these discussions.
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State ownership of land above the repository
The issue of state ownership of the land covering the repository "footprint" has been
discussed less. In the US, Federal government ownership plays an important role, both for
Yucca Mountain and WIPP. Would it be valuable if SKB owned and subsequently transferred
the land to the state? There might be some value from the point of view of deterring human
intrusion.
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3 Appendix 1, biographical information

Robert M. Bernero

Mr. Bernero is currently active as a nuclear safety consultant on several projects in the United
States and in Sweden. Mr. Bernero also provides consulting services from time to time to
companies engaged in the uranium fuel cycle. A large part of Mr. Bernero's consulting
activity is in the area of radioactive waste management, working directly with contractors for
and the U. S. Department of Energy as well as with committees of the National Research
Council of the U. S. National Academy of Science.

Immediately upon his retirement from U. S. Federal service in 1995, Mr. Bernero served as a
foreign member, reviewer and contributing author of SOU 1996:73, a Report by the
Commission of inquiry for an international review of Swedish nuclear regulatory activities,
which was published in Swedish and English in April 1996. This work was performed for the
Swedish Ministry of the Environment.

In April of 1995, Mr. Bernero retired after 23 years of service with the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC). In his last positions at the NRC Mr. Bernero was Director, for 6 years,
and Deputy Director, for 2 years, of NRC's Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards
(NMSS). He was responsible for licensing, inspection, and the environmental reviews of all
activities regulated by the NRC, except for nuclear reactors. These activities include:

• Uranium recovery and nuclear fuel enrichment, fabrication and development
• Industrial, medical, academic and commercial uses of radioisotopes
• Security and safeguards measures
• Transportation and storage of radioactive materials, including spent nuclear reactor fuel
• High-level and low-level radioactive waste management and disposal.

As part of his waste management activities, Mr. Bernero served as an active U. S. delegate to
the Radioactive Waste Management Committee of the Nuclear Energy Agency at the OECD.

At the General Electric Company from 1959 to 1972, Mr. Bernero started as a design,
construction and test engineer for nuclear reactors in U. S. Navy ships, which included three
years as a field engineer. Later, he worked in the Space Division on isotope power devices
for space applications, becoming the manager of design and construction for the isotope-
powered generator used on the Voyager missions to the outer planets.

Mr. Bernero served from 1952 to 1955 in the U. S. Army Security Agency as a Chinese
translator. He holds a Bachelor of Arts degree (1952) from St Mary of the Lake University in
Illinois. He also holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Chemical Engineering from the
University of Illinois (1959), and a Master of Science degree in Chemical Engineering (1961)
from Rennselaer Polytechnic Institute in Troy, New York.
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Chris G. Whipple, Ph.D.

Dr. Whipple is a vice president in the ICF Kaiser Consulting Group's K.S. Crump Group. His
major activities include advising on, reviewing, and conducting applied risk assessments for
both private clients and government agencies. Before joining ICF Kaiser, he spent 16 years at
the Electric Power Research Institute, most recently as Technical Manager for Environmental
Risk Analysis. His expertise and experience is with risk analysis, as a researcher, a research
manager, and on the application of risk analysis to specific problems, and includes work on
the risk assessment methods, risk management and regulation, risk communication, and the
societal response to technological risk. His major emphasis has been with risks associated
with electricity production and use, and especially with risks from radioactive wastes and
nuclear power and from air emissions from fossil-fueled power plants.

Dr. Whipple chaired a peer review panel for the performance assessment work being
conducted for the Department of Energy's Yucca Mountain radioactive waste repository
project. He has served on numerous National Academy of Sciences committees, including
those dealing with health and ecological effects from synfuels, nuclear safety research, risk
perception and communication, and on standards for a radioactive waste repository at Yucca
Mountain, Nevada. He served on the Academy's Board on Radioactive Waste Management
from 1985-95 and as it chairman from 1992-95. He currently is a member of the NAS
Committee on the Health Effects of Low Level Ionizing Radiation (BEIR VII). He also served
on the NAS Committee on the Department of Energy's Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)
and as chairman of a committee to advise EPA on the WIPP.

He serves on the Executive Committee of EPA's National Advisory Committee on
Environmental Protection and Technology, and has served on a subcommittee of EPA's
Science Advisory Board that studied potential releases of carbon-14 from a radioactive waste
repository. He serves on the editorial board of Risk Analysis, and was on the editorial board
of The Environmental Professional and on an advisory committee for UCLA's Risk and
Systems Analysis for the Control of Toxics Program and the Center for Risk Management at
the University of Virginia.

He is a member of the National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements and
serves on two of its committees. He was a charter member of the Society for Risk Analysis
and served as its second president. In 1990, he received the society's outstanding service
award. Dr. Whipple holds a Ph.D. and M.S. in engineering science from the California
Institute of Technology and a B.S. in engineering science from Purdue University.
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4 Appendix 2

Comments from Robert M. Bernero and Chris Whipple

Robert M. Bernero:

DISCUSSION POINTS AND COMMENTS ON SWEDISH HLW REGULATION,

APRIL 26, 1999

As we agreed in our meeting on April 12 here in Washington, here is the final draft of points
and comments for our meeting in Stockholm on May 3-4. It will be very helpful if we can
share initial reactions to each other's points, particularly if there are important issues or points
that are not yet addressed. As we agreed, the final draft should be shared by April 26.

I have chosen to follow the sequence of sections, paragraphs and ideas in the SSI Regulation
of September 28, 1998, and the SSI Background and Comments draft of 31 December 1998.
In addition, I have tried to work reaction to your question and remarks relevant to Chris
Whipple's comments into my remarks. My opinions are strongly colored by my personal
perspective regarding the evaluation of HLW disposal adequacy based on human exposure. I
drew a table with a few quick notes on this at our April 12 meeting. A more carefully
prepared, two-page version is attached to the end of these comments under the title:
Perspectives on Exposures to Ionizing Radiation. I leave it to the reader to choose whether to
read the comments first or to read the perspectives first.

COMMENTS FOLLOWING THE SEQUENCE OF THE REGULATION

SECTION 1
The Regulation refers to paragraphs 7 & 8 of the Radiation Protection Ordinance (1988:293)
and to paragraph 19 of the Ordinance on Nuclear Activities (1984:14). The Background
Document refers to the Radiation Protection Act (1988:220), with the mandate "to protect
humans, animals and the environment from the harmful effects of radiation", and refers to the
Environmental Code (188:808). Do any of these Ordinances or Acts contain directives that
are more specific than the one just cited, that would constitute a Government Directive on the
level of protection to be achieved? What I am looking for is something like Principle 4 of the
IAEA (cited on page 6 of the Background Document). Perhaps you have investigated this in
SSI Rapport 97-18. I believe that it is very important for top-level Government Directives
and specific regulations to be very clear on their intent, to state clearly the level of protection
required in logical terms before launching into doses to be calculated and periods of
compliance.

What I mean by logical terms is plain language for defining the population whose protection
is to be assessed, and the level of protection required. The identification of the protected
population should be the basis for individual risk protection, collective risk assessment or
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protection, or both. The level of protection to be provided should be defined in terms that
would enable a distinction between limits set not to exceed current acceptance standards
versus estimates of probable exposure that could be tolerated.

Let me turn now to the situation of two regulators, SSI and SKI, setting regulatory
requirements for the one developer, SKB. After I read the SSI Regulation, the Background
Document and the SKI Premises Document, I believe that Sweden should be able to avoid the
regulatory conflict that we face in the US. Here we have the EPA responsible for the
generally applicable environmental standards, e.g., 40CFR Part 191, the EPA high-level waste
and transuranic waste disposal performance standard. The NRC had its own HLW disposal
standard, 10CFR Part 60, explicitly structured to implement the EPA standard, but with many
other unique performance standard elements as well. However, in 1992, the US Congress
rejected the EPA standard for Yucca Mountain and required EPA to issue a new standard for
Yucca Mountain alone. The EPA has not yet done so and the NRC is proposing to issue its
own Yucca Mountain standard, 10CFR part 63, which contains the principal elements of a
performance standard along with the means of implementing the standard. The proposed new
NRC standard for Yucca Mt. has parts that suggest to me that EPA will have differing views
on these performance standards when they come out with their own standard for Yucca
Mountain. The repository developer here, the USDOE, is faced with the likelihood of dual
regulation with potentially conflicting requirements. It is worth noting that the USDOE has
recently achieved success in completing the permitting process for opening WIPP, the
repository for the defense program transuranic waste in New Mexico. For WIPP, the
Congress legislated that the DOE would be regulated by one regulator, EPA, which would
review and concur with DOE's proposed actions.

This might suggest to some that the simplified regulatory scheme for WIPP could hold
promise for application to Yucca Mt. There are, however, a few factors which made the
matter easier for WIPP that would not prevail at Yucca Mt. First, the WIPP site, a very old
and very stable salt bed, is an excellent site with only one major reservation, the possibility of
intrusion by drilling for resources. Second, the transuranic waste to be disposed there is a
legacy from the nuclear weapons program, and this waste is no longer being generated in
quantity. And third, the legacy waste is being placed for disposal in New Mexico, a State
with relatively low population and many remote desert sites, which still benefits from being
the host for two large and generously funded National Laboratories, Los Alamos and Sandia,
that generated some of the transuranic waste. All three factors result in the WIPP Project
enjoying the support of the State and local authorities to a degree sufficient to mute criticism.

In contrast, I see the situation in Sweden as SSI setting waste disposal performance standards
which identify the protected population, and set the level of protection in terms of doses and
time periods of interest. Judging from the Premises Document from SKI (Report 5.8-97048)
SKI is trying to prepare an administrative standard, one which recognizes the existence of the
performance standards from SSI, and tries to confine its requirements to "facilities (e.g., with
regard to technical safety issues, quality assurance and organization)...as well as requirements
on how an acceptable level of safety is to be shown in the safety assessment report."

There are areas of evident overlap, e.g., see Table 1 on page 6 of the Premises Document.
This example of safety and radiation protection indicators on different time scales has a clear
logical tie to a specific performance standard. There is evident need for a close coordination
of thinking between SSI and SKI.
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SECTIONS 3&4
I strongly endorse the explicit incorporation of the IAEA Principles of Radioactive Waste
Management. I believe an individual nation can gain further benefit by developing more
specific objectives in logical terms based on these Principles. For example, Principle 4 can be
further developed to clarify whether "levels which are currently accepted means levels which
must not be exceeded as a condition for the authorization of a permitted practice, or levels
which do not exceed levels we currently tolerate from all sources. SKI Memorandum 97017,
in 2.1 on page 2 seems to relate to permitted practices. Yet, in the last full paragraph on page
4, SKI seems to shift reference to tolerated levels, "e.g. the release of naturally occurring
radioactive substances into the biosphere." I interpret the SKI shift to using the stricter
standard for 1000-year releases and the less strict standard for the much longer-term releases.
Is that SSI's intent?

In 2.3.3, attention is given to the ICRP's Basic Principles for Radiation Protection.
Optimization practices for nuclear operations are discussed as an introduction to the
optimization of waste storage. I believe that it is very important to distinguish the difference
between the optimization of practices where exposures in the microsievert to millisievert
range are estimated (e.g., in reactor maintenance activities) and in deep waste disposal where
doses far below that range are estimated. Because of the difference in significance between a
collective dose calculated from worker exposures in the repository and a collective dose
calculated from public exposures at very low levels from disposal releases, it is not reasonable
to perform optimizations where emplacement alternatives are weighed against alternative
estimates of disposal releases.

Has SSI's Board supported the principle that a minimum of MSEK 5-25 must be used to
prevent statistical fatalities when the exposure doses are all in the very low range? On page 8
the Background Document says this corresponds to about MSEK 0.4-2 per saved manSv.
That is very near the value used in USNRC optimization calculations, but only for dose levels
at measurable ranges.

In 2.3.3, lower down on page 8, the ICRP 46 recommendations on the uses of optimization in
Waste disposal are discussed. The discussion indicates that SSI understands the need for
comparable accuracy in comparing collective doses between operation alternatives and
disposal alternatives. But does that concern extend beyond accuracy to the difference in the
significance of collective doses calculated in the millisievert range when compared to
collective doses calculated in the nanosievert range over many generations? The last
paragraph on page 9 of the Background Document uses the example of carbon-14,
recommending that the collective dose not be limited but used as a tool to compare different
alternatives. Does this mean that some alternative in the repository design which can reduce
the 10,000-year collective dose from carbon-14 by half should be evaluated at MSEK 0.4-2
per saved manSv? As is evident from my Perspectives at the end, I do not believe collective
doses integrated over generations in the nanosievert range have any meaning or utility. They
are far below our societal threshold of concern. If low individual doses, less than 100 or 10
microsieverts, are significant to our society then many changes are needed today in radiation
control practices and education.

I believe it would be best to confine optimization to the separate regimes. That is, design,
construction and operation alternatives, including transportation choices, should be optimized
in the conventional ALARA method. The performance of disposal system alternatives will be
compared at least by sensitivity analyses, varying key parameters to determine the effect on
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waste release. In such studies there may not be enough known about the parameter for this to
be a real uncertainty analysis. In that case, the object is to explore alternatives that keep the
system from being "close to the edge of the cliff. I question whether the collective dose
calculation is useful for this purpose. I think that judicious use of sensitivity analyses, in the
context of BAT is much more useful for comparison. I'm sure that SKB would prefer a single
performance demonstration, e.g., individual dose at some far future date to a maximally
exposed person such as a subsistence farmer. I fear that the only way they could demonstrate
that is by relying on the extremely long life of the package. I believe your graded approach,
with higher requirements and higher certainty at 1000 years, with qualitative assessment for
the longer periods is a better regulatory approach.

SECTION 5
The regulation stipulates that the design must ensure that the "annual risk of harmful effects
after closure does not exceed 10~6...". This seems to be about 10 times stricter than the
standard for a licensed facility today. The Background Document discusses this at length, and
by the top of page 14, this to be a limit for an annual expected dose of about 15 microsievert.
Why should we set an acceptance standard for post closure that is 10 times stricter than our
current acceptance standards? It is far stricter than the present toleration standards [see
Appendix for the use of acceptance and toleration terms.]

In 2.4.5, the summary of individual protection seems to shift to 10"6 as a central estimate of
risk for the representative member of a group whose individual risks vary by a factor of 100.
This seems a different standard than the earlier version

SECTION 6&7
These sections could be open to a wide range of interpretations. The Background Document,
in 2.5.1, begins with the ICRP conclusion that protection of human life is likely to be
adequate to protect other species. The Background Document goes on with the Rio
Conference considerations at length, raising questions about further research leading to
possible future standards for the protection of sensitive species from disposal releases. The
second to last paragraph on page 17 considers isolated or endemic species. Could there be
one such isolated species that could be adversely affected by disposal releases, perhaps by the
non-radioactive elements or the radioactive elements? One can only speculate.

At the top of page 17 a different concept is raised. "There may be cases where the market
value of the product is reduced due to contamination, even where the radiological significance
of such contamination is insignificant. This aspect may have to be taken into consideration in
descriptions of the consequences of waste management."

Finally, reading the two conclusions on page 18, that biodiversity and sustainable use must be
protected and analyses and evaluations of biological effects shall be made where possible,
leaves an open-ended directive for SKB. I suspect they would prefer a more prescriptive
requirement, perhaps something like a concentration limit on the water bearing the disposal
releases. That would, of course put the burden of selecting and justifying that limit with
respect to SSI.

SECTIONS 10, 11 AND 12
The requirements stated for the different time periods appear to provide a rational basis for
evaluating the acceptability of the waste repository. However, when Section 11 calls for
assessment of "the repository's protective capability", there is a need to clarify how the waste
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package should be treated in that assessment. As written, I would expect SKB to perform an
extensive package analysis and assess the zero release for far more than 1000 years. That
would not assess the geosphere characteristics at all. In his comments, Chris Whipple has
made a very good point about juvenile failures due to quality lapses. If such failures are
assessed, as they should be, that might give some idea of the geosphere's protective
capability. Or perhaps you can consider postulating substantial package failures for modeling
purposes in order to find some way of assessing the protective capability of the geological
setting. This latter approach seems to be different from what you described in your e-mail
note of April 19.

I previously referred to Table 1 on page 6 of the SKI Premises Document, with the
recommendation that SSI and SKI coordinate their thinking with respect to demonstrating
compliance. It appears to me, comparing the requirements in this Regulation to that Table,
that the co-ordination is adequate. I suggest that we discuss this while in Stockholm.
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PERSPECTIVES ON EXPOSURES
TO IONIZING RADIATION

The standards for the disposal of long-lived radioactive waste are usually developed with the
idea that the degree of waste isolation will be sufficient to protect some individual or group in
the far future to a level of protection equivalent to what we seek for individuals or groups
today. In choosing a standard, there is a choice of whether to base it on the maximum
exposure of an individual or the average member of a critical population group, chosen for its
proximity to the waste. Further choices require the simultaneous consideration of the
exposure level chosen as a standard and whether that exposure level is the expected outcome,
perhaps higher perhaps lower, or whether it is not likely to be exceeded. To put it another
way, a strict or low standard of exposure might be associated with the best estimate, or
perhaps the median value of occurrence. One might consider a strict standard, measured as
best estimate, to be an acceptance standard because the consequences of exceedance are not
grave. In contrast, if a higher level of exposure is chosen as the standard, it would be
associated with an occurrence estimate not likely to be exceeded, perhaps a mean value of
occurrence. This less strict standard, measured with a stricter estimate of occurrence, is a
toleration standard, implying a level of exposure which is tolerated today without prohibition
or hindrance.

Radiological protection standards for the control of current and near future exposures are
based on the biological effects of ionizing radiation as we know them today. Radiological
protection standards for the future, even the very distant future, are based on present-day
conditions. These preceding thoughts should be kept in mind while considering the range of
radiation exposures listed below and the remarks associated with each, order of magnitude,
level of exposure. It is important to note that there are substantial uncertainties in assessing
the radiation exposures that may be suffered from the transport of radioactive material in the
environment. This is especially true for the millennia associated with the transport from deep
geologic repositories to the biosphere. Because of these uncertainties, it is not realistic to
argue about small differences in standards which fall within the same order of magnitude.

The following radiation exposure levels are given simply as the dose. The higher levels are
usually associated with short term exposure in accidents or emergency situations. Those at
the lower end of the spectrum are usually associated with chronic exposures from releases or
direct radiation, e.g., annual doses.
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lOSv(lOOORem)

1 Sv(lOORem)

O.I Sv(lORem)

O.O1 Sv(l Rem)

mSv( lOOmrem)

0.1 mSv(lOmrem)

0.01 mSv(l mrem)

Certain death

Floor for exposure threatening prompt death,
Clearly predictable proportion to threat of induced cancer,
Clinically detectable effects of radiation exposure,
Exposure limit for rescue workers in a nuclear war or
emergency.

Floor for clearly predictable proportion to threat of induced
cancer (based on bomb survivor data),
Typical standard for limit of public individual accident
exposure.

Clearly acceptable annual exposure limit for radiation
workers,
Tolerable level of public exposure in recognized situations
which are difficult to change, e.g., radon in the home, high
natural background radiation,
Average total background radiation is below this level,
dominated by radon exposure which varies considerably.

Clearly acceptable annual exposure to a member of the
public from all permitted sources,
Typical background radiation from terrestrial and cosmic
ray sources.
Additional cosmic ray exposure suffered by frequent flyers.

Typical proposed limit for exposure of the public from
waste releases or a single permitted source,
Too small to be discerned as a change in background
radiation.

Negligible individual exposure.

The linear hypothesis is applied to the range of exposure listed above to calculate the
collective dose which is used for optimization, for consideration of alternatives. In some
cases, e.g., 40 CFR 191, the collective dose is used to define the limit of exposures from
waste releases. In waste disposal performance assessments, the collective dose typically
becomes an integration of very large numbers of individual doses which are at, or below, the
level of negligibility for individual doses. This raises serious questions about the reality of
such collective doses. If society tolerates far larger collective doses without thought of
intervention, should these calculated collective doses be used as safety controls? Do they
provide a realistic basis for discerning safety advantages between different alternatives, or
even safety limits?
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Chris Whipple:

DISCUSSION POINTS REGARDING THE SWEDISH HLW STANDARD AND STANDARD-
SETTING PROCESS, APRIL 26, 1999

Discussion Points Regarding the Swedish HLW Standard and Standard-Setting Process

This is a revision and expansion of my April 20 comments. It is based on the material that has
been provided, on our discussions in Washington on April 12, and on Bob Bernero's
comments that arrived this morning.

While Bob's comments follow the organization of the SSI standard, I've tried to separate the
comments here into policy and process-related issues and technical issues. These distinctions
are not always clear, but I think that it is clear enough how each issue corresponds with Bob's
comments.

Issues:

1. Relation between the standard and performance assessment - does the standard address
issues than can be credibly analyzed?

Compliance with regulatory criteria at both the U.S. Department of Energy's
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) and Yucca Mountain depend to a significant
degree on arbitrary assumptions regarding future events and processes for which
the risks cannot be assessed reliably.

In the Yucca Mountain TSPA-VA, the mean time to waste package failure is
estimated to be in the range of 100,000 years, with initial failures occurring around
8,000 years into the future. However, the Yucca Mountain Project staff recognize
that, given the large number of waste packages that are planned for the
repository, it is prudent to consider that some waste packages could be mis-
manufactured or damaged during emplacement. The TSPA-VA uses the
assumption that a single waste package fails at 1,000 years after closure. This is
referred to as a juvenile failure. Compliance with the individual dose limits within
the first 10,000 years is largely determined by the assumption that there will be a
juvenile waste package failure.

The juvenile failure scenario has consequences that depend on the waste
package size, but on little else. The consequences are independent of the waste
package design. Unfortunately, there is no credible way to assess the juvenile
failure rate at the present time, in part because the methods for waste package
fabrication and inspection have not been determined. This means that the design
has little effect on compliance with a 10,000 year dose limit. A revised design is
likely to include a titanium dripshield; this would affect releases by diverting water
away from a failed waste package.
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Similarly, at WIPP, compliance was driven by calculations of the cumulative
releases of radionuclides from WIPP due to postulated human intrusions into the
repository. This meant that the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
decision that WIPP complied with the standard was based in part on arbitrary
assumptions about the rate and nature of future intrusions. EPA found this
situation to be uncomfortable, because a court might reject the method used to
assess compliance for human intrusion scenarios as "arbitrary and capricious."

2. Does the standard address scenarios (i.e., release mechanisms and exposure pathways for
specified radionuclides) that conform with the technical judgments of the involved parties
regarding the major risks from the repository?

In development of the EPA standard 40 CFR 191, the possible siting of a repository in the
unsaturated zone was not considered. For this reason, cumulative releases of carbon-14
were not recognized as a key compliance constraint. In hindsight, EPA was unhappy that
this issue was as important to Yucca Mountain compliance as it was later seen to be.

3. What roles are envisioned for consideration of collective doses versus for individual
doses?

Regarding carbon-14 releases from a Swedish repository, it should be possible to
calculate whether it poses a trivial risk or not, considering both collective and
individual doses. Even if Sweden's releases would not result in significant doses,
Sweden has proposed the principle that a sound disposal policy is one that could
be followed by all countries without significant adverse effects. The key issues in
such analysis would be:

• the containment time provided by the waste packages and immediately surrounding
geology (expected to be very long in comparison to l4C half-life),

• the time it takes for l4C to move from the repository ground water system and reach
the ocean,

• the global dose rate for I4C in ocean water, and
• the rate at which C in seawater transfers to the atmosphere.

It seems likely to me that such an analysis would indicate that virtually all the I4C would
decay before it was released from the repository system. If so, there would be virtually no
accumulation of atmospheric l4C. There should be value in taking the issue off the list of
concerns if it is technically appropriate to do so, because the scientific uncertainties
associated with the risks from dose rates in the range of a nSv per year are large. It would
also be useful to avoid thorny policy issues such as discounting.

4. Basis for the goal that risks should be lower than 10"6 per year

The logic of the proposed approach follows the ICRP principles, but the dose limit
associated with a 10"6 per year risk level is a very small fraction of the 1 mSv limit for
manmade non-medical exposures, i.e., an annual dose of around 0.015 mSv. As noted,
there may be many such facilities in the future, so care is needed that the allocated portion
of the ICRP recommended limit not be exceeded. Is there any other rationale for how this
risk level was selected?
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5. Use of performance calculations for periods > 1,000 years for demonstration purposes;
Regulatory drivers other than dose limits such as Best Available Technique; and Relation
of SSI dose limits to SKI judgments of Best Available Technique

For the Swedish program, one key issue should be whether the 1,000-year PA results or
10,000-year qualitative requirements have any effect on siting or design. Given the
projections of long-term isolation provided by the current approach, it seemes unlikely to
me that either the 1,000 year quantitative limits or the 10,000 year qualitative limits will
be the determining factor in a decision regarding repository design and siting. (My
understanding of the Swedish repository approach is that it will have very long-lived
waste canisters, and that when a canister fails, the waste will slowly migrate through non-
potable ground water into the ocean). For the type of site and design under consideration,
it is hard to see how "normal" processes such as corrosion and transport in ground water
could produce significant individual doses within the applicable period of the quantitative
dose limits. Differences in performance associated with design options are not likely to be
evident within 1,000 years. However, calculations of performance are much later times
can be helpful in identifying the comparative merits of design options. The absolute
uncertainties in such analyses may be great, but the uncertainties in the relative
performance of various design options may be lower.

This suggests that either the quantitative regulation will have no effect on licensing, or
that it could have an unintended effect of making compliance depend on events such as
juvenile failures and human intrusion. If so, this suggests that decisions regarding
repository design and performance are likely to be coupled to the application of Best
Available Technique to a greater degree than to the 1,000 year performance limits on
doses.

A question then for SSI is whether the SSI standard is useful to SKI and SKB as the basis
for determining what constitutes Best Available Technique. As noted in Bob Bernero's
comments, care should be taken to consider whether one should view all person-Sv as
equivalent. Specifically, one should examine whether the basis of current ALARA
policies on the value of avoided doses is based on issues that are sufficiently comparable
to the accumulation of global exposures to vanishingly low doses of I4C many thousands
of years into the future

I am not sufficiently familiar with how well understood the concept of "Best Available
Technique" is as it will be applied to the repository. If there are well-established
precedents that can serve as a guide, then the discussions between SKI and SKB on
requirements can be productive. But if there are no such precedents, then it might be
useful for either SSI or SKI to provide additional guidance.

6. Elements of the standard — siting versus safety

The standard has two main objectives: first, to guide the evaluation of candidate
sites and to provide criteria by which their suitability can be evaluated, and
second, to determine what requirements should apply to a repository design for a
specified site, in order to ensure that the desired degree of public protection is
achieved.
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It may be desirable to separate these two objectives into distinct standards, so that the
siting guidance can be dealt with during siting but do not apply once a site has been
tentatively selected. The failure to make such a distinction in the U.S. standards has
resulted in the application of rules written primarily for site selection to the design of a
repository at a selected site. An example is the 40 CFR 191 requirement that a repository
should be sited away from known resources, which continued to apply as a regulatory
condition even after Congress passed the WIPP Land Withdrawal Act. Similarly, some of
the specific requirements of 10 CFR 60 (e.g., ground water travel time) and of DOE's Part
960 were aimed at site selection. Some of these requirements were of questionable value
once a site had been identified.

Recognition that such siting guidance could be of doubtful applicability to a determination
that a repository would perform safely was a consideration in the US NAS
recommendation that subsystem performance standards should not apply.

7. Comments on The Draft Swedish Radiation Protection Institute's Regulations Concerning
the Final Management of Spent Nuclear Fuel and Nuclear Waste: Background and
Comments

Section 2.2.3 Optimisation - Is the requirement that individual dose limits apply to 1,000
years, but that the annual global collective dose must be calculated for 10,000 years? This
was the policy in the pre-1985 versions of 40 CFR 191. A court required that EPA either
explain why the two aspects of the standard applied for different time periods or, absent
such an explanation, make the period of applicability the same for both the containment
requirements and for the individual dose limits.

Section 2.3.5 Relation between BAT and Optimisation - The phrase "as robust as
possible" would be highly problematic in the U.S.

Section 2.4.4 - Scenarios with dose rates above 100 mSv/year, as from human intrusion,
must be reported and considered outside of the expected value calculation. It was not clear
to me how this would be done, and what criteria would apply. This section avoids dose vs
risk issue by noting that the two are interchangeable.

Same section - Regarding the critical group,"ICRP 43 ... within a factor often ... SSI has
decided to allow the hypothetical regional group to have a risk range which is ten times
greater, i.e., a factor of 100." What factors go into this factor of 100? The third bullet of
the 2.4.5 Summary says that ".. the dose to representative individuals in the most exposed
group .. is not expected to lead to risks in excess of 10"'." Does this mean that the dose
limit applies to the mean dose to the critical group?

Section 2.5.1, last paragraph - regarding the Rio Convention and the interpretation that
the market value of resources not be diminished, what are the practical implications of this
requirement? Does this mean that compensation for loss of property value is required, or
that a repository could not be licensed if it harmed property values?

Section 2.5.3 - Good idea not to propose criteria for environmental protection. I would
expect any design that is adequately safe for people would be more than safe enough from
an environmental perspective. Are there any scenarios for environmental damage that do
not lead to unacceptably high human exposures?
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8. Comments on Draft Report from ICRP Committee 4

Regarding page 12, last paragraph (paragraph 33) describing Optimisation of protection -
How does SSI interpret the guidance that ".. the current judgements about the relationship
between dose and detriment may not be valid for future populations"? This observation
was the reason that the US NAS Committee recommended that the regulations be
expressed in terms of risk rather than dose. SSI might use this observation as the basis for
selecting an annual risk basis rather than a dose limit.

Paragraph 55 - Proposed criteria for doses following human intrusion is around 100 mSv
per year. (As noted regarding Section 2.4.4 of the Background and Comments document.)
This seems high, except for short time periods.

Paragraph 58 recommends Defense in Depth. Is this and SKI issue or does SSI have a
working definition of Defense in Depth for waste disposal?
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TÄTENS STRÅLSKYDDSINSTITUT, ssi, är en central tillsyns-

myndighet med uppgift att skydda människor, djur och miljö mot

skadlig verkan av strålning. SSI arbetar för en god avvägning mellan risk

och nytta med strålning, och för att öka kunskaperna om strålning, så

att individens risk begränsas.

SSI sätter gränser för stråldoser till allmänheten och till dem som

arbetar med strålning, utfärdar föreskrifter och kontrollerar att de efter-

levs, bland annat genom inspektioner Myndigheten informerar utbildar

och ger råd för att öka kunskaperna om strålning. SSI bedriver också

egen forskning och stöder forskning vid universitet och högskolor

Myndigheten medverkar i det internationella strålskyddssam-

arbetet. Därigenom bidrar SSI till förbättringar av strålskyddet i främst

Baltikum och Ryssland. SSI håller beredskap dygnet runt mot olyckor

med strålning. En tidig varning om olyckor fås genom svenska och

utländska mätstationer och genom internationella varnings- och in-

formationssystem.

SSI har idag ca 120 anställda och är beläget i Stockholm.

THE SWEDISH RADIATION PROTECTION INSTITUTE (sSl) IS a

government authority with the task of protecting mankind and the

living environment from the harmful effects of radiation. SSI ensures

that the risks and benefits inherent to radiation and its use are

compared and evaluated, and that knowledge regarding radiation

continues to develop, so that the risk to individuals is minimised.

SSI decides the dose limits for the public and for workers exposed

to radiation, and issues regulations that,through inspections, it ensures

are being followed. SSI provides information, education, and advice,

carries out research and administers external research projects.

SSI participates on a national and international level in the field

of radiation protection.As a part of that participation, SSI contributes

towards improvements in radiation protection standards in the for-

mer Soviet states.

SSI is responsible for co-ordinating activities in Sweden should an

accident involving radiation occur Its resources can be called upon

at any time of the day or night. If an accident occurs, a special

emergency preparedness organisation is activated. Early notification

of emergencies is obtained from automatic alarm monitoring stations

in Sweden and abroad, and through international and bilateral

agreements on early warning and information.

SSI has 120 employees and is situated in Stockholm.

SSi Statens strålskyddsinstitut
Swedish Radiation Protection Institute

Adress: Statens strålskyddsinstitut; S-171 16 Stockholm;

Besöksadress; Karolinska sjukhusets område, Hus Z 5.

Telefon: 08-729 71 00, Fax: 08-729 71 08

Address: Swedish Radiation Protection Institute;

SE-171 16 Stockholm; Sweden

Telephone: + 46 8-729 71 00, Fax: + 46 8-729 71 08

www.ssi.se


